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Dragon-Line $1000 Credit Giveaway at 3i SHOW
DODGE CITY – Dragon Line, LLC is “Transforming Pivot
Irrigation through Drip Technology” and wants to help one
lucky 3i SHOW attendee do the same by offering a $1000
Credit Towards a Complete System or Filtration Assembly.
Registrations will be accepted beginning 9 a.m. opening day,
Thursday, March 21, and one winner will be drawn on Saturday,
March 23, at 11 a.m. in the Dragon-Line booth I-202.
Dragon-Line is available through local pivot dealers all over the USA, and saves
producers 20-50% of water usage, bringing precision irrigation to precision farming.
Dragon-Line is “the orange dripline tubing” with pressure compensating emitters spaced
every 6” or 12” that are welded to the internal wall of the dripline and fully operational at
5 psi. A 10’ Dragon Flex Hose attaches to the irrigation pivot drops or manifold to ensure
no kinking while reversing in the dripline. Emitting a uniform water pattern as it drags
across the soil surface, thus the name “Dragon-Line”, greatly reduces water evaporation
from wind drift and allows deeper percolation to the plant’s root zone where it is needed
most. Driplines are spaced between 20”-80” lateral lines, depending on the soil type and
crop.
Saving water is not the only benefit. Dragon-Line can reduce or eliminate wheel track
issues, allow possible winter watering without ice accumulation on pivot, eliminates leaf
burn, plant shock from sudden temperature changes, reduces the potential for plant
diseases, and allows liquid fertilizers to be applied directly on the soil instead of the
plant. Benefits continue to emerge as Dragon-Line is used in diverse production areas.
Call 800-424-3724, visit www.DragonLine.net, or stop by during the 3i SHOW to receive
more information about Dragon-Line and its benefits.
For complete information regarding the 65th Annual 3i SHOW to be held March 21, 22,
and 23, visit www.3ishow.com, or contact the WKMA office directly toll-free at 877405-2883 or locally at 620-227-8082. Like the 3i SHOW Facebook Page or follow them
on Google+ and Twitter to receive continued updates and information about
the 3i SHOW and upcoming events.
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